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Item Number Description Qty/
pk

Order 
(enter # of packs)

GCM-100 All dressed up with nowhere to go.../It’s a drag without you here! 6/pk

GCRD-150 You have Reptile Dysfunction?/Obviously the hearing does go first. Happy Birthday! 6/pk

GCE-200 The life of a beautiful bitch.../It’s ruff 6/pk

GCMB-250 Mabel and Bessie made these fresh hats and were making waves with their smooth fashion skills./ 
They were so fly nobody even noticed the surfing dog.

6/pk

GCE-300 Emma, where are yer buccaneers?/Are you blind? They’re on my buccin’ head! 6/pk

GCGL-350 Gertrude was torn between meeting Lyle at the door for his birthday in plastic wrap or going com-
mando in her house dress./Makes you glad I only bought you a card doesn’t it? Happy Birthday!

6/pk

GCE-375 Someone should check her vitals before we go through the trouble of singing./Breathe in...Breathe 
out... Happy Birthday!

6/pk

GCJ-400 Seemed like a good idea at the time. Considering our childhoods, it’s amazing that we can function in 
society!

6/pk

GCBT-450 Who’s your Daddy?/No really, who is your Daddy? (You should probably ask your Mom!) 6/pk

GCC-500 Back in the day, Susie had mad starching skills! Of course that was back when child labor was no big 
deal. So, how was that child labor thing anyways? Happy Birthday!

6/pk

GCMA-550 Sometimes angels reside in the most obvious of places.../Thank you for being one of my angels! 6/pk

GCM-600 If we cannot now end our differences, at least we can help make the world safe for diversity. (John F. 
Kennedy)/blank inside

6/pk

GCCT-650 Looks like Timmy’s parents should have known it wasn’t a choice!/ Be yourself! Timmy’s parents don’t 
know Jack!

6/pk

GCJL-700 It is said that if you teach a man to fish he can eat for a lifetime.../However, if you teach a woman to 
fish there will be enough for a party. Have yourself a fish fry!

6/pk

GCGD-800 Traditional Weddings are sooo yesterday.../I have an idea! Just plan your nuptials at the waffle hole at 
2am so your friends won’t have to change their plans. (They have a jukebox!) Congratulations!

6/pk

GCT-900 The High Life?/Really 6/pk

GCT-1200 The annual lighting of the Christmas sweater/Here’s hoping they get the fashion gene for Christmas! 6/pk

GCD-1250 Dam it!/Good advice for someone your age! (The only other option is adult diapers) Happy Birthday! 6/pk

GCB-1300 Beulah did everything ass-backwards.../It’s as though you two are kindred spirits. 6/pk

GCW-1350 Test your wings!/(Without the medication) 6/pk

GCGC-1375 Warning! Don’t Drink and Dress or this could happen to you!/Oh bless your heart, it already did! 6/pk

GCMC-1400 Don’t tell Charles but this may be the best lay (lei) I’ve had in years!/So how are things with you? 6/pk

GCBM-1450 Always a bridesmaid, never the bride.../or in your case always a bride and never a bridesmaid! 6/pk

GCG-1475 It is a lovely bridge. It is very sturdy and it comes with these functional ropes.../I heard you would buy 
anything so I figured what the hell it’s worth a try!

6/pk

GCWP-1550 Peace/Madison wished for world peace for Christmas, Emma (bless her heart) misunderstood. Peas 
(Peace) Love and Joy at Christmas and throughout the year!

6/pk

GCS-1550 My Point Is.../Shit or get off the pot. 6/pk

GCM-1575 What were you thinking? 6/pk

GCD-1600 Darcy gave in to peer pressure at a very young age...Explains why Darcy drinks like a fish. So what’s 
your excuse?

6/pk

Greeting Cards
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GCL-1625 Carl wouldn’t get his ass off of the sofa. He expected Mildred to make dinner and clean the house to 
his liking.../So Mildred made a special cake for him: one part chocolate, two parts laxative. Hope your 
cake is special too.

6/pk

GCM-1650 Honey, my mother gave me the best advice when I got married.../If he ever lays a hand on you, wait 
until he falls asleep, sew him up in the sheets and take a baseball bat to his ass. That should teach 
him! (I ain’t playin’ - I can teach you how to sew, just let me know!)

6/pk

GCA-1675 So.../What do you think of my ass? 6/pk

GCB-1700 I hate to say it but.../I told you so... 6/pk

GCH-1725 Some people celebrate the holidays all year long.../Quit it! (We think it is reasonable to request that 
your decorations be removed before February) Happy Holidays

6/pk

GCB-1750 No bull/Just because there is no bull doesn’t mean there is no shit. 6/pk

GCP-1775 Quite an impressive package!/(For a hamster) 6/pk

GCT-1800 I hate to say it , but...I Told you so! 6/pk

GCH-1825 What a gift. Haroldette is such a cheap bitch.../but I love that she leaves the tags on. It makes re-
gifting so much easier! Happy Birthday

6/pk

GC-2000 Word on the street is that you are going to hell./Can you save me a seat? 6/pk

GC-2050 Just a reminder/Always wear a raincoat when you take your weenie out 6/pk

GC-2100 Always keep your weiner in your drawers 6/pk

GC-2150 Wanna see my lucky charms? 6/pk

GC-2200 You only live once/but if you do it right, once is enough 6/pk

GC-2250 Not everything on sale is really a bargain 6/pk

GC-2300 These boots were made for kickin’ some ass! 6/pk

GC-2350 Rah rah ree Kick’em in the knee Rah rah rass kick’em in the/other knee 6/pk

GC-2400 OK you were right that one time/Don’t get cocky 6/pk

GC-2450 Roberta wore the title Dunce like it was a jeweled royal crown/Whatever title you wear Own it 6/pk

GC-2500 You are a little different/I like that about you! 6/pk

GC-2550 Be yourself/Anything else just looks silly 6/pk

GC-2600 If all of your friends drove off of a bridge, would you do it too?/I have turned into my parents! 6/pk

GC-2650 Was it love at first sight?/Or do I need to walk by again? 6/pk

GC-2700 A conservative is.../A man with two perfectly good legs who, however, has never learned to walk 
forward.

6/pk

GC-2750 In matters of style, swim with the current./Isaid swim, not tie yourself to a rock and jump! 6/pk

GC-2800 Feeling a little horny... 6/pk

GC-2850 A question that sometimes drives me hazy:/Am I or are others crazy? 6/pk

GC-3100 If peace is something you truly desire, peaceful is how you will live. 6/pk

GC-3150 Everyone needs to feel loved/That’s how you make me feel (Thank you) 6/pk
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MGG001 Do I look like I give a rat’s ass? 6/pk

MGM002 Differences JFK Quote Magnet 6/pk

MGJL003 I love to see a girl go out and take the world by storm. Life is a bitch. You’ve got to go out and kick 
some ass

6/pk

MGM004 Sometimes Angels reside in the most obvious of places 6/pk

MGT005 And guys wonder why there are so many lesbians? 6/pk

MGT006 Looks like Timmy’s parents should have know it wasn’t a choice! 6/pk

MGE007 I was born a bitch! I believe in being the best I can. 6/pk

Item # Description Qty/pk Qty (packs) 
ordered

MPG020 Do I look like I give a rat’s ass? 6/pk

MPCT010 Look’s like Timmy’s parents should have known it wasn’t a choice! 6/pk

MPM055 Differences JFK Quote 6/pk

MPJL060 I love to see a girl go out and take the world by storm. Life is a bitch. You’ve got to go out and kick 
some ass.

6/pk

MPJM070 Life isn’t a race. Live in the moment and enjoy the ride. 6/pk

MPM050 Sometimes angels reside in the most obvious of places. 6/pk

MPT040 And guys wonder why there are so many lesbians? 6/pk

MP080 You only live once, but if you do it right, once is senough 6/pk

MP090 Always use a raincoat when you take your weenie out 6/pk

MP100 Don’t worry about what others think. It is diversity that makes life interesting. 6/pk

MP110 If you judge people you have no time to love them 6/pk

MP120 Be the change you wish to see in the world 6/pk

Magnets

Memo Pads
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T-0100 Always wear a raincoat when you take your weenie out tote bag medium size 1 ea

T-0150 Always wear a raincoat when you take your weenie out tote bag large size 1 ea

T-0175 Always wear a raincoat when you take your weenie out Orange shoulder bag 1 ea

T-0200 Always wear a raincoat when you take your weenie out (specify sizes and colors) 1 ea

T-0300 Afraid of Commitment T-Shirt (specify sizes and colors) 1 ea

T-0325 Afraid of Commitment Orange shoulder bag 1 ea

T-0400 Love at First Sight T-shirt (specify sizes and colors) 1 ea

T-0500 Smallest Weenie T-shirt (Available in Unisex T’s and Feminine cut T’s) 1 ea

T-shirts and Totes

T’s available in White, Yellow, Pink, Light Blue, Medium Blue, Dark Blue, Light Green, Dark Green, Red, Tan, Ash Gray, 
Heather Gray, Purple and Black 
Female cut T’s available in White, Dark Pink, Blue, Green, Purple, and Black
Canvas Tote Bags available in White, Pink, Tan, Purple, Black 
Other items available upon request.


